
GENERAL ITEMS
- Amazon Gift Cards (for specific enrichment items and 
other tool to help animals)
- Black Sharpies
- Blankets
- Clipboards
- Empty Tidy Cats buckets (35 pound size)
- Empty gallon-size ice cream buckets
- Flash drives
- Flashlights and batteries
- Heat lamp bulbs
- Kuranda beds
- Open litter boxes (small and large)
- PVC shelves
- Paper lunch bags
- Resealable sandwich/gallon sized plastic bags
- Scoopable litter
- Tied Fleece Blankets
- Towels
- Treat pouches

FOOD
- Canned chicken
- Canned vienna sausages
- Chicken bullion cubes
- Churu cat treats
- Distilled water
- Gerber Chicken and Gravy baby food
- Hot dogs
- Milo’s Meatballs
- Mini Marshmallows
- Nutro Soft Loaf kitten pate (chicken)
- Puppy and Kitten formula (we prefer ESBILAC and 
KMR brands)
- Soft dog treats
- Spray cheese
- String cheese
- Peanut Butter (unopened and without xylitol)

ITEMS FOR ENRICHMENT AND TRAINING
- Adaptil collars and spray
- Cardboard scratching posts
- Cat toys (feather chasers/wands, hard plastic toys, 
kong kickeroos)
- Cereal boxes
- Commercially prepared catnip
- Dog toys
- Egg crates
- Feliway Spray and diffusers
- Large and XL Kongs
- Lavender oil
- Licky mats
- PVC feeder toys
- Plastic coffee cans
- Puppy pads
- Small silicon muffin tins
- Spray cheese for Kongs
- Spray scents
- Toilet Paper/paper towel rolls

MEDICAL SUPPLIES
- Digital thermometers
- Dog and Cat Greenies Pill Pockets
- Exam gloves
- Gram scales
- Masks with elastic ear band loops
- Q tips

We glady accept bags of cat and dog food for our  
pet food pantry. We can take opened bags that are  
properly secured and labeled. We cannot accept  
and food or medical supplies that are expired.  
We also do not accept empty pill bottles, sheets,  
mattress pads, rugs, and pillows/pillow cases.

Several of these items can be found on our Amazon and 
Chewy wishlists!

Nebraska Humane Society Wish List

Items gratefully accepted during business hours: 
Monday through Friday: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.


